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elcome to Writing from the Queen’s
Seat, where our sacred assignment is to
help passionate, soul-guided, purpose-driven
womyn*, transmit their gifts, knowledge, and
experience into the world by writing and sharing a
compelling, influential, and powerfully healing, selfhelp, how-to, or business book.

W

We want to help you release the book stored in
your soul, begging to be heard.
This Journey will help you identify and embody
your most authentic Queen Archetype. As the Author
Queen, you’ll be able to approach your project from a
place of distinct feminine authority and grace.
We get to change His-tory to Her-story with

every sacred, sassy, and splendorous word.
Writing from the Queen’s Seat is a unique and
creative snapshot, an arc unto itself inspired by “The
Heroine’s Journey” (originally published by Maureen
Murdock).
Our further development of this work blends the
practical, the magical, and the energetics of writing;
harnessing the transformative power available for us
when we create from the perspective of the Queen, the
ruler of our own Universe.
The Queen archetype is activated when you’ve
made the decision to live into your ability to inspire
others from an empowered, mature, and wise
perspective.
Living into your true power can feel scary, the
crucibles to get here have been many and perhaps even
numbing. That is why we are here for you as you take
the first steps on your journey.
Feel at peace courageous heart, in confirmation
that your passion, intuition, and resourcefulness have
gotten you this far, and we are here to guide you the
rest of the way so you can continue to lead others.
The distance from here to the final pages of your
own written work is but one more purpose filled leap

of trust.
*Womyn and Womxxn, are our sacred and
preferred spelling of the word, however so that we
don’t distract or confuse our readers we’ve only used
that spelling in a few specific places in our text.
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The Queen’s Journey
ikely you are familiar with the Hero’s
Journey. It is the basis for human
storytelling and a structure seen throughout time in
the telling of His-tory. Joseph Campbell developed
fascinating and important work on the Archetypes of
the Hero’s Journey yet commented, “Women don't
need to make the journey. In the whole mythological
journey, the woman is there. All she has to do is
realize that she's the place that people are trying to
get to.”

L

We pause here for an eye roll.
Thankfully, many women have challenged this
myth of the waiting woman pointing out that history

was recorded by men strictly through their dominant
culture and bias rather than actual fact or reality.
Thank the Goddess for the brilliant women who not
only have written revised history but also documented
journeys that better represent the reality many women
experience. The first published Heroine’s Journey was
by Maureen Murdoch in 1990, 30 years ago this year.
The heroine’s journey was also notably further
expanded upon by Victoria Schmidt and her work The
Heroine’s Project, and there are many others. For us,
The Queen’s Journey is its own arc within the
Heroine’s Journey.
Joseph Campbell wasn’t necessarily wrong about
the ultimate goal of “realizing she is the place that
people are trying to get to.” It’s rather his perception
that “we don’t need to make a journey”, is like saying
the caterpillar doesn’t need to go through
metamorphosis to get her wings, or the lioness doesn’t
need to journey or to hunt while the lion protects in a
different way. Both are warriors, protectors and they
have their own journey. So whether the journey calls
us thousands of miles and many cultures away or down
the grassy fields of our pride, our primal human DNA
demands that we journey in order to understand
ourselves more fully.
We would go so far as to say that every archetype
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can have its own unique journey.
That is why we loved the Queen and her own
specific part of her path and journey. This specific
individual archetype helps reveal how we are
individual yet are collective, how we can draw insight
and power from those places of collective
remembering, and how we can dream to be larger,
better, and stronger.

The Queen Archetype

N

ow we’ve come to the point where you get
to discover your unique Queen Archetype.

You can take this quiz in the back of the book or you
can log onto our website at www.thequeensseat.com
to take the quiz and download your results.
Although this quiz is fun, it is also a perspective
into who you are now, and can reveal the path to
unlock your hidden talents, harness the abilities that
come easily, and identify who to recruit as part of your
most trusted team of advisors and mentors.
By envisioning your Queendom from the Queen
Archetypes, your inner being will naturally begin to
shift, attune, and align to your Queenly reality as both
interdependent and sovereign. Take a moment to

introduce yourself to the Queen archetypes below and
note which two or three immediately activate your
energy or pique your curiosity.
∞ Celestial Queen
∞ Priestess Oracle Queen
∞ Enchantress Seductress Queen
∞ Philosopher Scholar Diplomat Queen
∞ Medicine Woman Healer Queen
∞ Beloved Compassionate Mother Queen
∞ Innovator Scientist Queen
∞ Artist Poet Rebel Queen
∞ Warrior Queen
The Queen archetypes have earned their seats as
they passed through many and various crucibles, and
each has specialized skills, talents, and areas of genius
that they were born with and/or have spent years
learning, developing, and fine tuning.

Purpose

W

e imagine that since you have discovered
this little book, you are a woman of
purpose, a Queen who has much to say.
Purpose can be many things, not the least of
which can be writing the book you wish you had when
you needed advice and a guide to help you through a
difficult transition.
There are many ways to find your purpose, and
we believe it is good practice to look at purpose from
many angles.
Ask yourself, what is the purpose of my book?
This can feel like a vague question, we know, but the
question will help get your heart into the conversation,
so we start here. If nothing leaps to the fore – that is
okay.

Now ask, what is my intention for writing this
book? Take a minute and just see if anything comes
up for you. If so, write it down.
If not, vary the syntax, what purpose does your
book fulfill? Consider that your book will have its own
journey and will find its way to the readers who need
your wisdom the most. Consider what global problem
or issue you would like to see healed. Or perhaps, you
hold some knowledge or process that you have access
to and want to share with your citizens. These are a
couple good ideas to help you discover your purpose.
You might be an Author Queen who knows
intimately that your citizens suffer from breakdowns
in relationships due to poor self-esteem and lack of
healthy personal boundaries and communication
skills. You might have identified a core theme or issue
that you’d like to see healed. For instance: “I don’t
want anyone to ever feel unworthy, unsafe or unloved
in their relationships.” In this way your book might
serve as a safe space where the reader not only
discovers they are not alone, but the book unpacks why
they have low self-esteem as well as what a healthy
relationship looks like, maybe even including
exercises to learn better and more effective
communication skills.
Your Queendom can help transform the reader’s

reality. And it doesn’t end with the book. Once inside
your Queendom (circle, book, website, Facebook
group) your citizens can petition to learn the closely
guarded secrets of your temple Enchantress training
which will show them how to seal up leaky
boundaries, create magical rituals of radical self-care,
and learn to intuit between the lines and heal the
balance of power and desire.
The clearer you are on the purpose, the easier it
will be to stay devoted to your project through the long
process of writing as well as sticking it out through
publishing challenges and beyond. (Sometimes we
think that publishing is the infinity clause of that
sentence: To infinity and beyond.)
Oh, and money is not a purpose. It’s a lovely
outcome to be sure, but it’s not big or interesting
enough of a purpose to get you through writing a
whole book.
Your purpose might fall into more than one of the
categories below. Which two or three categories
twinkle and light up your purpose?

Outreach
A book can be the “secret knock” that will get
you into places that you might otherwise not be invited
to. So if you want a seat at the table and you haven’t
been invited yet, write the book anyway. A book will
get attention and invitations to speak, to teach, to join.
Follow the example of Amazing Politician Queen,
Shirley Chisolm and “if they don’t offer you a seat,
bring a folding chair.”

Reputation
Yes, you did write the book on that.
A book has gravitas. As an author you have gravitas.
You are the expert.
You may have discovered links between your
field and a completely different field. Or perhaps
you’ve developed leading edge treatments, or
processes that add to the body of knowledge in a
specific field of study. Or you might just be
exceptionally gifted at what you do or have a different
approach to how you do it.
A book is the most expensive brochure you’ll
ever create, but it is also the longest lasting brochure
you’ll ever distribute.

Business
Your book will act as an extension of your
business philosophy and offerings, enhancing your
existing products and services, or as a separate and
stand-alone body of work in its own right.
If this is part of your purpose – and most of our
Author Queens will fit into this category, how will this
book support your overall business strategy?

Timely insights
You are an industry leader, and you can spot
trends far sooner than the mainstream media. What can
you share about the future, what do you need to
caution us about?
What patterns have you identified that if you
write a book on those now, could have a huge impact
in your sector and maybe even change the culture of
your business, profession, or even your Queendom?

Be a writer
The real purpose behind doing this work now is
to give you the confidence you need to fulfill a dream,
to do what you always wanted to do, to write a book,
to BE a Writer.

No matter their profession, the lament we hear
the most often from professionals is I always wanted
to write a book. So, we’re here to help you write the
book! To be a writer, all you need to do is start writing.
It is that simple and that hard.

Creative outlet
Tired of knitting? Writing and creating a book is
a wonderful creative act which places you firmly in the
“creative camp.” Be part of this wild group of women
and count yourself in our numbers. Welcome.

You have a unique story, perspective,
and spin
Your personal story can be inspiring or
cautionary, either way, it deserves expression and even
exposure.
Perhaps the very journey and years of experience
you had earned is exactly what made you do an about
face. You may have questioned things you were
learning, or gotten in trouble for being a
whistleblower, or maybe your insight was overlooked
when big decisions were being made and your insight
could have saved lots of people lots of pain.

Whatever that is, your intimate knowledge of
things completely changed or opened you up to
deeper, hidden, or an expanded “truth” of something.
Perhaps that is what has compelled you to write your
book or document this story.
Find your story in past journals and/or letters,
emails, historical events. Start your journal now and
use it as your rough draft.

Be a voice for the voiceless.
You may be the voice for a time, place, event,
and or emotions. You may literally be a voice for those
who are suppressed, oppressed, or don’t even know
they are. Many people don't have the words, and you
do. As the Queen you get to be the voice for the people.

Web sites
www.SonomaHealingPress.com
www.Catharine-Bramkamp.com
www.AzureRayHealing.com
www.SacredHealingJewellery.com

More from the Queen’s Seat
Download
The full Book -Writing From the Queen’s Seat
Writing from the Queen’s Seat Workbook

Take the Queen Archetype Quiz
Register for upcoming in-person and
online workshops

